
 

Route description 

 

Visiting location: 

 

Huys Azië 

7th floor 

Jollemanhof 20A 

1019 GW Amsterdam 

 

By car 
 

Setting your navigation for arrival at the underground parking garage of Huys Azië:  
Vriesseveem 4, 1019 GM Amsterdam. 
 
Travelling from all directions: please leave the Amsterdam ring A10 at exit S114 (Zeeburg, Artis, 
IJburg). 
 

From exit S114: Turn left after the exit in the direction Zeeburg / Centrum / Artis. After approximately 

700 meters continue straight on passed the traffic lights into the Piet Heintunnel  (towards city centre). 
Keep right in the tunnel, then turn right exiting the tunnel towards central station/ city centre. Drive along 
the Piet Heinkade: the Finnius office building is to be found after approximately 1 km on your right hand 
side (the red brick building before the one with the Funda-logo). 
 
Parking: Please turn right immediately after the Funda-building (towards the IJ). The entrance of the 
underground parkinggarage is located halfway at this building on your right. At the entrance ring the bell 

of the reception Finnius. You can park on level -1 or -2. Please take the elevators of Huys Azië tot the 7th 
floor for the Finnius offices.  
 
By public transport (Amsterdam Central Station) 
 
By tram (6 minutes): In front of the main entrance side of the station, take tram 26 (to IJburg, stop 

Kattenburgerstraat). The tram stops are on the Piet Heinkade. Huys Azië is located across this road.  
 
On foot (15 minutes): Go towards the north entrance of the station. Turn right once outside. Follow 
the road alongside the IJ-water on the Piet Heinkade. Cross the bridge and pass the  Muziekgebouw and  

Passenger Terminal. Huys Azië, where the Finnius office is located, can be found after the traffic lights on 
your left hand side (red/brown brick building). Enter the building (entrance on both sides of the building) 
and ride the elevator to the 7th floor. 

 

 


